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Bubble tea machine



China Boba Tea Cup Sealing Machine Easier to OperateTo 5 Years Warranty $40.00-$45.00/Piece1 Piece (Min Order)13YRSGuangzhou Shinelong Kitchen Equipment Co., Ltd.China Supplier ShineLong CE Guide Bob Cup to Seal Cup 1. Specially designed, stainless steel case, attractive and durable 2.
High quality panel, easy to control temperature 3. Finish sealing the cup in a few seconds item No Product name specification K432 3 Dimensions Manual sealing Machine Size: 270* 270* 590 mm Voltage: 220V/50Hz Power: 270W Seal diameter: 70mm,76mm,96mm K435 3 Dimensions Hand Sealing
Machine with Arithometer Size: 270*270*590mm Voltage: 220V/50Hz Power: 270W Sealing Diameter: 70mm,76mm,96mm Big news!!! You're in the right place for a bubble tea machine. By now you already know that whatever you are looking for, you will definitely find it on AliExpress. We have literally
thousands of great products in all product categories. Whether you're looking for high-end labels or cheap, bulky economy purchases, we'll ensure it's here on AliExpress. You'll find official stores for brands alongside small independent discount sellers, all of which offer fast delivery and reliable, as well as
convenient and secure payment methods, no matter how much you choose to spend. AliExpress will never be beaten by choice, quality and price. Every day you will find new online offers, save discounts and the opportunity to save even more by collecting coupons. But you may have to act quickly as
this top bubble tea machine is set to become one of the most sought-after bestsellers of any time. Think how jealous you friends will be when you tell them you've got your bubble tea machine on AliExpress. With the lowest prices online, cheap shipping rates and local collection options, you can make
even more savings. If you're still in two thoughts about a bubble tea machine and think about choosing a similar product, AliExpress is a great place to compare prices and sellers. We'll help you figure out whether to pay extra for the high-end version, or whether you're getting a similarly good deal by
getting a cheaper item. And, if you just want to treat yourself and splash out on the most expensive version, AliExpress will always make sure you can get the best price for your money, even letting you know when you'd be better off waiting for the stock to start, and the savings you can expect to make.
AliExpress prides itself on the fact that you always have an informed choice when you shop at one of the hundreds of stores and sellers on our platform. Each store and seller is valued for customer service, price and quality by real customers. In addition, you can find out the store or individual seller
ratings, as well as compare prices and discount offers on the same product by reading comments and reviews left by users. Every purchase purchase star-rated and often has comments left by previous customers describing their transaction experience so you can buy with confidence every time. In short,
you don't need to take our word for it - just listen to our millions of happy customers. And, if you're new to AliExpress, we'll let you go into a secret. Shortly before you click the Buy button now in the transaction process, take a moment to check for coupons - and you'll save even more. You can find store
coupons, AliExpress coupons or you can collect coupons every day playing games in the AliExpress app. And as most of our sellers offer free shipping – we think you agree that you get this bubble tea machine at one of the best prices online. We always have the latest technology, the latest trends and
the most talked about labels. On AliExpress, excellent quality, price and service comes as standard – every time. Start the best shopping experience you'll ever have, right here. Making a cup of bubble tea is not a duty to do only with any type of bubble tea equipment. However, there are benefits to using
a commercial bubble tea machine to make drinks in your coffee shop. There are several different types of boba machines, and each one makes your business function smoother. We have automatic bubble tea shaker machines for your bean cups that help mix tea mix bean powders evenly and quickly.
Also using a plastic/culofane cup sealer machine will allow you to seal the tops of cups, providing your patrons with the pleasure of panging bubble tea with sealed film with an angled tip of bean straw. Online store Boba Tea Direct offers a line of boba machines that will give you these time-saving benefits.
You can choose from hot water heaters, blenders, induction boards and bubble tea seals. Having most of them in your cafe will bring you a level of automation that frees up time for you or your staff to spend elsewhere like building a rapport with your clientership. Having a mix of great customer service
and perfectly mixed cups of tea milk tea will strongly encourage your customer base to keep coming back more. One of our best sellers in Štún. This kind of bubble tea equipment takes bubble tea powders and shakes them with hot water to achieve a creamy texture. A real bubbled tea drink will have
freezing in tea to add flavor to tapyoca pearls or tearing balls of beans when slipped through a wide straw. It's very hard to get the same results by trying to mix them up without a dummy bubble. We also sell a huge line of commercial blenders to mix many recipes for drinks and treats. They mixing faster
and easier when adding other flavorful ingredients such as our bubble tea syrups. Working alongside a blender, our fruit dispenser, which The exact amount of sweet matter to add to your specialty drinks or other menu items. Boba Tea Direct has a large selection of bean machines that are essential for
your bubble tea shop. Check out our selections of bubble tea machines and see which ones will make your store run smoothly. Our equipment is built to the last, so you can feel confident that when you buy one, you'll be able to make bubble tea drinks with it for a very long time. Check us out for our other
bean tea supplies such as our bubble tea kits, bubble tea gels and many other bean brand products for your bubble tea menu. This must-have for making snow ice in your store! Use our compact snowy ice razor (NSF-certified) to create an authentic tasting of Taiwanese snow ice, sleep, shaved ice. Get
sweet, fluffy desserts that melt in your mouth! ❄️ installation is simple with our compact snow razor *NSF Certified) with customizable settings that are easy to use, with a space-saving design that's also made from durable, durable materials. You will create talented flavours such as mangoes,
strawberries or tarot for frosty fun! Check out our snow ice recipes for bigger ideas! Why get our compact snow ice razor? ADVANTAGES: * Customizable settings for snow chips thickness* Automatically center ice blocks * Space saving design for easy storage * Easy cleaning with removable parts *
Expansion height for hand safety * Fits ice blocks up to 6.5 inches tall * Contains water tray and drainage pipe * NSF Certified * Dimensions: Length: 10.6 / Width: 15.4 / Height: 31.5 * Gross Weight: 41.9 lb * Power: 100 - 120V We also offer Snow Ice Machine Foot Pedal Control for you to do handless
surgery, and container Snow Ice Cube, if you need additional shapes for making snow ice. Read more Country of origin: Taiwan Q&amp;A As Q: How to sharpen the blade? A: The optional blade is included in the package. We do not propose to sharpen the blades on our own. Q: How to make sure the
upper ice block holder securely grabs the ice block so that the ice block doesn't rotate in a circle? A: Our new PDOM-M model without spikes (for sanitation purposes). The upper block holder should have as much surface contact as possible with the ice block to prevent the ice from rotating. So when you
click the ice block into the razor chamber, make sure the flat side of the unit is facing upwards. If the surface is not flat enough, shave or cut off any parts that are uneven. Q. Do you have a stainless steel snow cube container cover? A: At the moment, we don't sell lids for snow cube containers. data-
bread-crumbs=Brand_Bossen; certified; Machine;others; Price_ $80.00 and up; Code Type_Equipment; Product Type_Snow ice;snow ice;&gt; $1,275.00-$1,275.00 Our Boba Tea Training Video is free with any Bubble Tea Machine order! Learn how to cook Leaves, How to cook Tapioca Pearls (bean),
How to make a shaken tea with ice, How to make bubble tea with powder, How to make fruit infused tea (syrup), How to make milk tea and many others! Watch the preview here! Seal machines, shaker machines and fructose dispensers are the most popular bubble tea machines. They will help you save
time and money and give your tea shop a professional look. All bubble tea machines come with free training videos, free shipping, 1 year warranty and 3 years of video support. Order now and get free shipping! Custom cups and movies help build and build your brand. As a bubble tea shop owner, your
cup represents your store and your brand. Having custom cups proudly displays your logo and helps build brand awareness and customer loyalty. PP, PET and Paper Custom Products are available. Get a sample quote here! The most popular machines for bubble tea are sealing machines, shaking
machines, automatic fructose dispensers and tea extractors. All of these machines are designed so that you can serve your customers the highest quality bubble tea possible, saving you time and giving your drink store or restaurant a professional appearance. Choosing the right bubble tea machine can
be difficult because there are plenty to choose from. There are also plenty of cheap knockdown machines on eBay and Amazon that come from China. Even though these bean machinse are cheaper, we don't carry them because they are of lower quality and tend to end up bursting after a few months.
We work only with the best Taiwanese producers who make the highest quality and most reliable bubble tea machines on the planet. All of our equipment is also CE, UL or NSF certified and has a 1 year warranty and 3 years of video support. Bob's automatic tea seal machine machines are iconic in
bubble tea shops. Taking your oily straw and breaking the seal is as much a part of the experience as drinking actual bean tea. The cup sealing machine works by creating an airtight seal on any cup or container you use. One advantage of the machine's automatic seal is that you don't have to waste time
manually sealing the cup. Just put the cup in the car and the seal will do the rest. These seals are perfect for bubble tea, coffee, juice, dipping, To-Go alcoholic beverages, Gelato and many others!. They also save money in the long run because plastic seals are much cheaper than traditional lids. A single
roll of film sealer can seal about 3,900 cups and the roll takes up very little space compared to the box cover. Seals can also be customized with your logo to help you increase brand loyalty and recognition. In there are sealed machines for any type of cup or container that you have, and our sealers can
seal PP, PET and paper. They also come with CE or UL certification to make sure you comply with local local Our standard seal size is 95mm (diameter), but we can also create 90mm, 98mm PET and 120mm Jumbo and custom size rings for any containers you may have. Bubble Tea Shaker Machine
Boba Tea Shakers do all the hard work for you and make sure you have a perfectly shaken drink. Bubble Tea got this name from bubbles that were created with shaking hot iced tea, so you'll either need to shake tea by hand or use a shaker. Our shaker machines are designed to quickly shake tea so that
hot tea dissolves powders and mixes with ice to create a perfectly mixed drink. Shaking using a machine can save time, cut employee costs and give your store bubble tea a more professional look. Our most popular Boba Shaker is the Dasin SK300. This is the top model of the table, which has 10 speeds
with 5 custom settings. Installation is not required, just connect it and it is ready to go! Compact and stylish design also saves oncoming space. Automatic fructose dispensers Bubble Tea Fructose Dispensers are the best way to keep your drinks tasty and high-quality. Fructose is a type of sugar that
comes from fruit and is the perfect way to sweeten your tea using HFCS (high fructose corn syrup). This machine is easy to program and has 24 buttons so you can have different settings and amounts of sugar for each drink you serve! When you use an automatic sugar dispenser, your customer will get
the exact amount of sugar they order every time they come to your bubble tea shop. Consistent quality is one of the best ways to keep your customers coming back for more. Having a bean tea fructose dispenser will also reduce employee training and costs by simplifying your SOP. Tea blender and tea
extractors and blenders are an innovative way of serving bubble tea. 3 in 1 tea blender, extractor and milk frother uses a regular tea bag to extract the tea first. Then you can either serve it hot or mix it quickly with ice. The finishing touch is to use a milk frother to make milk foam for the top of your tea!
Automatic Tapioca Pearl Maker Automatic Boba Makers is great for giving your tea shop a unique and unconventional feel. Not only will you have the freshest bean in town, but you'll also be able to customize your bean flavors and colors. Most tapioc pearls have an expiration date of 6 months, and the
3kg bag they enter should be used within a day or two of its opening. Making your own fresh boba solves this problem and this machine will make a 9mm bean at a speed of 16-22kg/h. Automatic Boba Plates Automatic Tapioka Pearl Plates Fit Perfectly for Your store bubble tea and deliver a consistent
product to your customers every time. This machine will boil your water, stir tapiok and has an easy-to-use spout to drain all your tapiock tapiock pearls Ready.  The stainless steel design makes it easy to clean once your finsy and magnetic mixer ensures your boba never sticks to the bottom and burns
like on a stove. Where to buy Bob's tea machines: Bubble tea machines are the perfect way to give your tea shop a professional look and state of the art drinks store technology.  Our 1 year warranty and 3 years of video support will make sure your machines continue to run for a long time.  All machines
also come with free shipping and free training videos. We ship our Boba tea equipment directly from Taiwan to the U.S. and other countries around the world.  Shipping directly from Taiwan means you get genuine products at a lower price than most bubble tea suppliers have to offer.  This is because we
only have to send our products once and don't need to store them in stock in your home country. In addition, each bubble tea machine comes with a 1 year warranty and 3 years of free video support. With regular maintenance, this equipment has been listening for years.  Most of the problems people face
are simply solved by our support videos.  We continue to support our customers after the sale and believe in building long-term relationships with all of our customers. Buy here! What happens if the car breaks down? We have 1 year warranty on all bubble tea machines.  We also provide 3 years of video
support to help you fix your hardware if you have any problems.  Our seal and fructose dispenser have a sophisticated computer board built inside machines that will alert you to any potential problems.  Most of these problems have a simple fix, and we can also send spare parts from installation videos.
Click here to learn how to fix bubble tea machines. Bubble Tea Equipment Certification All our bubble tea machines are standard with CE certification.  We also have UL (CUL for Canada) and UL EPH, which corresponds to NSF/ANSI. CE will be standard and it is the most common type of certificate
issued and used in Europe and accepted worldwide.  If you work in the U.S. or Canada, you may need to use UL or UL EPH Certified machines.  This will depend on your local health department, so please contact your health inspector before ordering. Click here for more information on CE, UL
&amp;amp; NSF certification. How to choose the right bubble tea machine there are many bubble tea machines out there so picking the right ones can be difficult, so we're here to help! Sign up for our free guide below or click here to contact us about any questions. Question.
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